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Donald (Don) Pelletier’s story

1980 – Defense & Extraction Platoon – United Nations Disengagement Observer Force – Golan Heights

Don Pelletier in civilian clothes in front of the separation area between Syrian and Israeli troops
Picture provided by Donald Pelletier

Authors’ note

The principal author of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, was John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit.

This record of events was prepared in 2017, many years after they occurred. The author prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other available
information. The record presents the events as the individual involved remember them several years after they
occurred.
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Donald Pelletier’s story

Donald (Don) Pelletier was deployed to the Golan Heights from September 15, 1980 to April 15, 1981.

During his tour, he served as a member of the Defense and Evacuation platoon in the Canadian

Contingent of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF).

Background

Don was a member of Royal Canadian Hussars (RCH) B squadron, located in Hanger 1 at the St-Hubert

Garrison of Canadian Forces Base Montreal, when he saw an announcement on the bulletin board calling

for militia volunteers to go on the UN Mission in the Golan Heights. At that time, he was young and

eager to do something more than just practice military tactics in a training area. He was interested in

deploying to a theatre and experiencing some action. He knew two other hussars, Ramsey Blair and

Steven Nagy, who had previously served in the Middle East, so after consulting with the latter, he

volunteered for the mission. He was the only RCH member to participate in this rotation. Although Don

had attained the rank of corporal in the Hussars, he accepted to serve as a private for the duration of the

mission.

Preparation

To prepare for the mission, Don reported to the Long-Pointe Garrison of CFB Montreal, where he joined

a group of approximately 30 other soldiers who were going to be deployed together. Given that the

Canadian contingent was fulfilling a logistical supply role for the force, most of them came from the

service battalions in Quebec and St-Hubert.

The group prepared for a period of approximately one month, getting refresher training on personal

weapons, first aid, nuclear, biological and chemical defense and other basic military skills. They also

received many briefings on UN rules and regulations, the tactical situation and the history of the conflict.

They were taken to the base hospital to undergo a physical examination and get their vaccinations.

They were also issued the uniforms to be worn during the mission. The combat uniform was a British

design - not camouflage – just olive drab, but well-suited for hotter climates. It came with a set of jungle

boots. They also received a tan uniform for administrative duties and local travelling. It included a pair

of slacks, a short-sleeve shirt and a pair of sand-coloured hush puppy shoes. All uniforms had a UN patch

on one shoulder and a Canadian flag on the other. Finally, they received their light-blue UN berets.
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Tan uniform used for local travel
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Field uniform used on Patrol
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Move to the theatre

When the time came to move to the theatre, the group travelled by bus from Longue-Pointe to Ottawa,

where they embarked on a Canadian Forces Boing 707 flying to Lahr, West Germany. After a layover of

several days, they embarked on a white and blue-coloured UN Hercules military transport plane that

carried them to the Damascus International Airport in Syria. At the airport, they were formed up and

addressed by the Chief Warrant Officer of the Canadian Contingent, who called the new arrivals ¨pinkies¨

due to their lack of a sun tan. He welcomed the soldiers and explained two rules that, if not complied

with, could result in a member being prematurely returned to his unit. First, he instructed them to hand

over their cameras and refrain from taking pictures. Second, he warned them against making any

disparaging remarks about any of the opposing parties or the local populations. Finally, he pointed

towards a group of departing soldiers across the hall and gave the group ten minutes to approach them

and exchange information and salutations. Not knowing any of the departing soldiers, Don labelled and

submitted his camera and moved to an area where rations were being distributed before the departure.

Because he submitted his camera, all the pictures included in this document were those taken by others.

Just after the bus left the airport grounds, Don remembers being astonished when he spotted the

carcass of a dead horse lying alongside the boulevard heading out of town. As the chief’s warning was

still resounding in his ears, Don choked back any derogatory comments.
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Don remembers the trip to the Canadian Camp especially because of the number of check-points that

had to be crossed, including a Syrian Army checkpoint, an Israeli army checkpoint and multiple UN

checkpoints. At the Syrian checkpoint, the bus was held up, because none of the new arrivals had

passports or UN Identification cards. The Arab-speaking soldiers at the Syrian checkpoint would not

accept the Canadian Forces identification cards that were being carried by the soldiers. After a delay of

approximately five hours, a Canadian officer arrived to issue UN identification cards and allow the bus to

proceed.

When the group finally arrived at CANLOG, the Canadian Logistics headquarters in the Golan, it was

almost time for breakfast. They were well-received by another sergeant-major with a big mustache, and

were then taken to the men’s mess for breakfast and a welcome briefing, and to be assigned to the

different sub-units within the camp. After the briefing, they were allocated sleeping quarters and

received their kit, including a FNC1 rifle, a UN blue-coloured helmet, a flak jacket, an extra water bottle

and a bug-out kit. They also visited the camp doctor and received a snake bite kit which they had to

attach to the left shoulder strap of their webbing. Don remembers that the doctor had a very interesting

hobby which was collecting insects – scorpions, spiders, grasshoppers and the like - which he mounted in

picture frames on his office walls. At the end of his briefing, the doctor asked the arriving soldiers to

bring him any interesting specimens they encountered during their stay.

Sleeping quarters were in this white hut
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Bug out kit waiting for monthly inspection
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Don’s sleeping quarters were in a white construction trailer located near one side of the camp. He was

assigned a bed in a room which he shared with several others. Each bed was covered with mosquito

netting and had, at the foot, two uprights posts. The soldiers were instructed to place their boots

upside-down on these posts each night to avoid them being occupied by scorpions, snakes or other

creatures. On the wall of the sleeping quarters was installed a large snake bite kit. Very shortly after

their arrival, the soldiers were given instructions how to use them.
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Vehicle compound
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Camp headquarters
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

UN and Canadian roles in the theatre

On 6 October 1973, war erupted in the Middle East between Egyptian and Israeli forces in the Suez Canal

area and the Sinai, and between Israeli and Syrian forces in the Golan. Within weeks, the fighting

between Israel and Egypt ceased and a United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF II) was moved into place

in the Suez Canal area to stabilize the situation. However, at that time, no peacekeeping operation was

established on the Israel-Syria sector. In the latter sector, tension remained high, and from March 1974

the situation became increasingly unstable. Consequently, the United States undertook a diplomatic

initiative which resulted in the conclusion of an Agreement on Disengagement between Israeli and Syrian

forces. As provided in that agreement, the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) was

established by the UN Security Council in May 1974 to maintain the ceasefire between Israel and Syria,

supervise the disengagement of Israeli and Syrian forces, and supervise the areas of separation and

limitation as provided in the May 1974 Agreement on Disengagement. The agreement provided for an

area of separation and two equal zones of limited forces and armaments on both sides of the area, and

called for the establishment of a United Nations observer force to supervise its implementation. Even in

1980, the situation was considered to be tense and likely to escalate if a more comprehensive peace

agreement was not reached.

In 1980, UNDOF was staffed with soldiers from four different countries: Austria, Finland, Poland and

Canada.

The Canadian contingent, known as Operation Danaca was stationed at Camp Ziouani of the western

(Israeli) side of the Separation area. From there, it provided first-line logistics support for all Canadian

personnel in UNDOF, second-line logistics support to the other contingents in UNDOF, and

communications detachments for all UNDOF units.

The camp, which was staffed by approximately 200 soldiers, was situated on the site of a Syrian Army

Camp that had been destroyed during the war. Not far away, in the Separation area, was the former

town of Quneitra, Syria. This town had suffered much damage during the war and had been abandoned

by most of its residents.
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Approximate location of Camp Ziouani
Map provided by Donald Pelletier

Map of area of separation
Photo taken from UNDOF website

Abandoned hospital near the abandoned town of Quneitra
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Defense and Evacuation platoon

Upon arrival in the camp, Don was assigned to the Defense and Evacuation (D&E) platoon. This platoon

was responsible for the security of the camp and for the evacuation of observers situated at various

points along the demarcation line. The platoon members secured the main gate of the camp, performed

foot and vehicle patrols between the different contingents and observations posts, and maintained the

defensive facilities within the camp. The platoon members always worked in pairs, so Don was matched

up with Master-Corporal White (White), an infantryman from the PPCLI. The latter had white hair, blue

eyes and a large white mustache. This team of two did everything together – guard duty, patrol,

vacation, etc.
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When a team worked at the main gate, they were assigned to work there for twenty-four hours. One

person slept in the guard shack while the other manned the gate. They stopped each vehicle coming or

going from the camp and registered the relevant details. The guards counted the people leaving the

camp and noted each person’s name. They ensured there were at least four people per vehicle, which

was the number required for safety purposes. Since the traffic in and out of the camp was limited, and

since the camp was located in a very isolated desert area with little threat of attack or harassment, Don

often found himself drawing or completing crossword puzzles when assigned to the gate.

From the front gate, Don could see an Israeli observation post located on a high feature nicknamed Spy

Hill. It was rumoured, that from Spy Hill, the Israeli forces could observe across the separation area and

far into Syria. According to camp folklore that was recounted to new arrivals in the mess, the observers’

equipment was so powerful that they once spotted a Canadian soldier in Camp Ziouani wearing his name

tag upside down and delivered a picture thereof to the camp gate.

Occasionally, civilian vehicles would pass the camp on their way to a nearby Kibbutz, or Israeli military

vehicles would pass by on patrol. The latter were mean-looking rat-patrol-style vehicles and crews

patrolling the area for signs of infiltrations. They would generally follow the road that ran parallel to the

fence delimiting the separation area looking for footprints in the sand between the fence and the road.

On one or more of these occasions, Don remembers seeing a crewmember from one of these vehicles

fire a burst of rounds at the Syrian flag that was flying at the entrance of the camp along with the UN and

Canadian flags.

Camp kitchen in the white building – Spy hill is located in
the background
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Front gate of the camp with the guard house on the
left. The sign Don made is just to the right of the
main gate.
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

The D&E Platoon was also responsible to maintain the underground bunkers that had been constructed

within the camp to shelter the staff in case of an attack or bombardment. There were six bunkers on the

camp, five of which could hold approximately twenty-five people, and one which could hold
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approximately sixty people. These bunkers were strategically located throughout the camp, to be in

proximity of the working and living spaces. Each of these bunkers was equipped with rations,

ammunitions, radios, generators, and fuel. Members of the D&E Platoon had to regularly inspect each of

the bunkers and ensure that everything was in order. This involved checking to ensure supplies were

complete and cleaning them and removing any scorpions or other creatures that had decided to nest

therein.

Sand bag covered bunker designed to protect camp
staff
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Don at the entrance to one of the smaller bunkers
designed to protect camp staff
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Sometimes the team would perform vehicle patrols, convoy escort duties or other transportation duties.

Typically, these excursions were performed using a white Jeep Cherokee with UN markings. On several

occasions, Don escorted logistical vehicles on resupply missions, notably to the Austrian camp and to a

UN supplies warehouse located just across the border in Lebanon. The D&E platoon occupied the first

and last vehicles of the convoy and the logistical vehicles traveled in close order in between. The longest

vehicle patrol was approximately 15 kilometers and the shortest being approximately 4 kilometers

whereas the transport excursions could be much further. One of these trips was organised when the

Canadian contingent was asked to pick up an American and a British officer in Beirut, Lebanon. Because

of the distance, two drivers were required so they could alternate duties along the way.

Foot patrols

When a team performed foot patrols, they walked along the road, visiting the UN observation towers

along the way and meeting up with the contingents from other UN-member countries. The observation

towers were large cylindrical structures where UN observers were stationed from 5 to 7 days. They were

equipped with powerful binoculars, radios, televisions and basic living equipment. The patrols would

look for signs of unusual activities, such as footprints in the sand or clouds of dust. Sometimes the

patrollers would deliver mail or other goods. They would also observe the terrain along the route and

report anything unusual. When Don and White went on foot patrol, it was Don that carried the radio

and was responsible to transmit situation reports to the headquarters. If the observation was significant,

the UN headquarters would send a helicopter or vehicle to investigate.
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Getting ready for a foot patrol
Photos provided by Donald Pelletier

Before leaving on patrol, each participant was issued sixty rounds of ammunition. These rounds were

stored point down in holes drilled in pieces of wood – twenty rounds per piece of wood. Upon their

return, the soldiers needed to unload their magazines and place the rounds back into the pieces of

wood. In this manner, the section commander could ensure that all rounds were returned unfired. If

any rounds had been fired, he could immediately report an incident to his superior. According to the

rules of engagement, the UN soldiers were not allowed to engage anyone shooting at them unless one of

their own soldiers had actually been hit. To reduce the risk that they would be attacked, the soldiers

wore their light-blue helmets and UN patches on their arms. The radio operator also carried a UN flag on

the radio antenna. During Don’s rotation, neither he nor any of the other members of the contingent

came under any fire that threatened their well-being. This was not always the case in previous rotations.

In fact, a Canadian soldier had been killed by Israeli soldiers during the first rotation when the camp was

first being established. This occurred when an Israeli force spotted activity in the camp which, up to

then, had been abandoned. Since no Israeli force was reported to be at that location, and the Israelis

had not been informed that the UN had moved in, they assumed that the soldiers occupying the camp

were their enemy, so they snuck up at night to attack. Unfortunately, one Canadian soldier was killed

before the Israelis realized that the occupants of the camp were UN peacekeepers. Don remembers

seeing a plaque in the mess commemorating the deceased individual.
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Observation tower along the Separation line. They
were typically manned by officers from two
countries involved in the UN mission.
Photo copied from UNDOF Golan Journal 104

UN logistics truck with its Austrian driver- Don sometimes
escorted these vehicles on resupply missions
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

When the Canadian foot patrols arrived at one of the compounds housing the troops from another

country participating in the UNDOF mission, they would normally check-in with the people at the gate to

ensure everything was alright before turning back. On one occasion, when Don and White arrived at the

Austrian compound, they were told that the Austrians wanted them to take back a prisoner. The person

spoke English with a British accent, so the Austrians thought that he would be better handled by the

Canadians. The individual almost appeared to be a vagrant, had no identification papers and had no

reason for being in the area. White placed the individual in handcuffs and filled out the prisoner tag

while Don reported the incident back to headquarters. Shortly thereafter, a truck arrived at a nearby

rendezvous (RV) point to pick-up the prisoner and transport him to headquarters for questioning.

When on foot patrol, the troops often walked through desert-like areas that were mostly abandoned.

There were, however, some people who continued to occupy the area around the former town of

Quneitra. This town showed signs of a significant battle – many buildings had been destroyed and all the

road signs had been shot up. The few people in the area seemed very poor and often squatted in

damaged structures with no roofs. Sometimes, the foot patrols encountered these people or their

children, foraging or playing. Knowing this, White and Don often visited the kitchen before going on

patrol to see if any foodstuff were about to be thrown out. If so, they requested permission to take

them in case they encountered some of these people on the road. They also carried cigarettes and

chocolates for this purpose. One of the people they met on occasion was a shepherd who they

nicknamed Charlie. He was often seen tending or herding his sheep. Don remembers saying hello to this

man each time they saw him, but the man seemed to be deaf or unwilling to talk.

One morning before going on a foot patrol, Don and White were told to be on the lookout for unusual

activity at or near a near-by Kibbutz. When they arrived at the Kibbutz, they discovered that the Israeli
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army was on site and had just killed two individuals who had crossed the separation area during the

night flying in gliders. The undersides of these gliders had been painted black to make them more

difficult to see against the night sky. Once he understood what had occurred, White instructed Don to

radio in the incident. Shortly thereafter, a minibus of UN officials arrived to conduct a more extensive

investigation.

Accident within the camp

Partway during the rotation, an engineer platoon arrived at the camp to erect a communications tower.

While one of the technicians was installing equipment at the top of one of the tower, one of the support

lines gave way and the tower fell to the ground, killing the technician. The Camp Doctor was

immediately called on site and tried in vain to save the technician’s life. After the technician succumbed

to his wounds, Don was asked to drive a truck to one of the other compounds to pick up a metal casket,

so the deceased could be transported home. When he picked up the casket, it was very dirty, so he

made a small detour so that he could clean it. The delay seemed to upset the staff at the medical clinic

until they understood what had happened.

For the next few days, an investigation was conducted on the site of the accident. Don and White were

assigned to guard the site to ensure that people not involved in the investigation did not enter the site

and trample or destroy evidence. After several days, it was discovered that one of the wires had been

strung incorrectly through one of the porcelain insulators causing it to snap under pressure.

Scene of the accident where a communications tower
collapsed during installation
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Don preparing the daily report while on guard duty at
the scene of the accident
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Camp life and other activities

The work schedule for the D&E Platoon was to have one week on duty and one week off. During the

week off, the soldiers often performed secondary duties, went on vacations or pursued other

recreational activities. They did not have to dress up in uniform and they were not bound to a fixed

schedule.
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During these periods, Don often worked as an assistant bartender at the mess. This involved serving

mess members and, during the day, taking inventory and preparing the resupply order. Near the mess,

was a cinema, which was just a large room with a movie projector and rows of seats. Off-duty soldiers

would often purchase one or more refreshments at the mess and stroll over to the cinema and enjoy

themselves while they watched a movie. Don remembers that this was never done in silence – the

soldiers would emit a continuous stream of derogatory comments and jokes as they watched the movies.

Head bartender at the mess and Don with his
Hussar T-Shirt
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Parts of the destroyed Syrian Army Base
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

During the day, Don sometimes worked in the carpentry shop and did some plumbing repairs. When

working on the plumbing, he realized he had to make do with only those resources available within the

camp. Consequently, he would remove the broken pieces and take them to the welding shop or the

mechanic’s bay and get them repaired or have improvised replacement parts fabricated. While in the

carpentry shop, he worked on both official and hobby projects. One of his projects was to build and

paint a new sign for the camp gate. He also built some interesting models out of scrap wood, including a

sail-boat and a life-size replica of an M-16 rifle, which was hung over the door in the junior ranks mess.

Occasionally, Don would opt to go outside the base. On several occasions, he and others visited a

UNICEF camp filled with orphans, most in their early teens. This camp was located on the Syrian side of

the separation line. Usually, they played games with the children during their visits. On other occasions,

Don went for short walks in the desert area immediately around the base. Generally, the soldiers were

allowed to do this as long as they did not surpass the nearest checkpoints along the road. One of the

areas of interest to Don was a place where numerous damaged Syrian military vehicles had been

gathered off to one side of the camp. Don liked exploring these old vehicles – Russian T34 tanks and

BMP’s (Armoured Infantry Fighting Vehicles).
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Don while working as a driver around the base
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

UNDOF Headquarters in Damascus, Syria
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Communications with home were generally limited. Don wrote to his girlfriend and his family generally

once a week and in return received several packages with letters, pictures and useful items such as a

sweater. The soldiers also set up a ham radio shack that was able to relay voices through other stations

to a telephone in Canada. This method of communications worked but the voice quality was limited.

Because the transmissions could be heard by many other stations, the military had prepared a list of

prohibited words or topics. If the caller swore or started taking about sensitive matters they were

immediately cut-off by the operator.

Vacation experiences

During the rotation, Don and White were able to leave the camp twice to take several days of vacation.

Both times they got into trouble, not understanding the local customs and regulations.

On the first occasion, they travelled to Damascus and visited the local street market, known as the souk,

to buy some souvenirs. Its many vendor kiosks covered an extensive area that extended into alleyways.

They saw venders selling rugs, clothing, shoes and all sorts of foods. The souk was packed full of people.

Don remembers being surprised when he saw pairs of men walking along holding hands while their

spouses, dressed in traditional clothing, followed behind. Don and White were dressed in shorts and tee

shirts. At some point they found the heat overwhelming so they decided to take off their Tee shirts and

continue their visit bare-chested. This move obviously offended the locals, because in a very short time,

the pair was arrested by some police dressed in camouflage uniforms and equipped with AK47 rifles.

The police shouted at them and threw them to the ground. The police confiscated their wallets and dog

tags and seemed to get upset when neither soldier could produce a passport. The pair was taken to a jail

and placed with another prisoner in a very dirty cell that was so small that none of them could lie down.

The cell was not equipped with a toilet or a water supply. The pair was held in this facility for over 20

hours. Despite continued efforts to communicate with the guards in English and French, Don was not

able to understand what was going on. Eventually, two tall Austrian-looking UN military police arrived

and took control of the prisoners. Don and White were given back their wallets and identification, but
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not the money that had been in their wallets. The pair was escorted promptly back to Camp Ziouani and

taken directly for an interview with the commanding officer. The latter explained to them that they had

been arrested for indecent exposure. Removing one’s shirt was clearly not acceptable to the local

population.

On the second occasion, Don, White and two other soldiers decided to take their leave in Tel Aviv. They

were granted permission to take a UN vehicle, a white Cherokee chief, and were given a credit card with

which they were entitled to pay their gas and hotel room. They travelled in their tan uniforms. In Tel

Aviv, they enjoyed the beach during the day and, later that evening, went to a sidewalk café in a long

row of establishments facing the ocean. While they were enjoying their refreshments, they met some

attractive young women at the table next to them, struck up a conversation and eventually joined tables.

They passed a very pleasant evening with them discussing, joking, learning to speak Hebrew, discussing

religious differences and generally having a good time. They returned to their base the next day and

several days later were called to the commanding officer’s office. When they entered they noted the

presence of some Israeli men in dark suits. The commanding officer promptly informed them that the

women, who were also Israeli soldiers, were in trouble for fraternizing with soldiers from another

country. To the great dismay of Don and White, the commanding officer was even provided with a

photograph of the group at the table. The Israeli government was now lodging a complaint with the UN.

White stepped forward and stated that since he was in charge of the group, he would take responsibility

for the misconduct. In the end, no disciplinary action was taken against any of them, but they did get a

stern talking to by the commanding officer of the contingent.

After these experiences, Don started to realize that the opposing parties in this conflict had more

complicated societies that he was used to back home.

Ambush of Israeli civilians

One night, Don and White were ordered to perform a foot patrol on the road located to the south of the

camp. As they moved in the dark, they heard a vehicle, with its lights extinguished, advancing along the

road towards their position. Near the separation area, civilian vehicles often drove with their lights

extinguished to reduce the risk of detection and attack. As the vehicle neared their position, it was

ambushed by an unseen group firing across the separation line from Syrian territory. The firing lasted

only about a minute and a half, but to Don it seemed much longer. He could see tracers clearly

indicating that the fire was effective and was hitting the target. As soon as the firing stopped, everything

was quiet and Don and White started hearing people crying and calling for help. Both of the soldiers

were stunned by the turn of events, and by the speed and the violence involved. White instructed to

Don to call in the incident on the radio – Don later realized that he made a mistake in giving the

coordinates that delayed the arrival of the reaction force. When the reaction force finally arrived, it was

determined that a mini-bus load of elderly people from a local Kibbutz had been ambushed on their way

home from a party. The officer in charge of the reaction force took over and ordered Don and White to

be returned to the camp. Upon arrival at the camp, they were greeted by the Sergeant-major who,

fearing a possible delayed negative reaction, confiscated their rifles and sent them off to the mess. After

a few drinks, they went back to their barracks, and tried to relax. Don tried to relax by drawing an image

of what had happened. Shortly thereafter, the two were visited by the Military Chaplin (Padre) who
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spent several hours with them to discuss their feelings and help them unwind from the shock of the

event. The last thing that the Padre said before he left was that he would request that they not be sent

out again until they had had time to absorb the shock and rebuild their morale.

The next morning, the two soldiers were woken up and instructed to report to the vehicle park as part of

a detail being sent out to clean up the site of the ambush. While Don did not mention anything, White

advised the sergeant that they had been told by the Padre that they were to be given the day off to

recuperate. On hearing this, the sergeant responded that he had not received any such instructions, so

until further notice they were to get on the truck and participate in the work detail. When the work

detail arrived at the site of the ambush, its members were placed under the direction of the medical

doctor who was supervising the collection and tagging of body parts. When the doctor identified

matching parts, the soldiers were told to collect them and place them on individual plastic sheets, one

for each body, to be bagged and tagged. Don remembers feeling queasy having to handle the body parts

without any gloves. The site was starting to smell so the doctor mentioned that if any of the soldiers felt

sick, he would understand if they needed to walk out into the desert several minutes and be sick before

returning and resuming their task. At some point during the clean-up, the Padre arrived to observe the

operations and was very surprised to see that Don and White were involved, contrary to his request that

they be given time off. He immediately asked that they come with him and return to camp. This time he

was effective in arranging some time off. Not wanting to be left idle so that his mind could fester, Don

again resorted to drawing the scene of the ambush and the clean-up. To this day, Don has kept these

sombre drawings in his personal effects as a reminder of this event and the way that it touched his soul.

He also tried to keep busy, notably by working on some of the models he was building at the wood-

working shop. In due time, the shock of the event was absorbed, and Don and White resumed their

regular duties in the camp.

Return home and life thereafter

Towards the end of the rotation, the soldiers prepared for their departure. Don remembers that a

portion of the Quartermaster’s stores caught on fire, destroying the issue cards detailed what kit had

been issued to each soldier. Consequently, each soldier was asked to prepare a list of kit that they had

been issued at the camp and make an affidavit swearing that it was complete. After this, the departing

soldiers turned in the kit that had been issued locally, and attended a parade in the camp compound to

receive their medals. Canadian soldiers received the United Nations Disengagement Observation Force

medal at the Camp. Later, after their return to Canada, they were also given the Canadian Peacekeeping

Service Medal. After receiving their medals, they boarded a bus to the Damascus International Airport.

To Don’s astonishment, on the side of the boulevard as they approached the airport, he spotted the

same horse carcass that he had seen six months prior when they arrived. He also noted that the airport

was ringed with anti-aircraft guns, something that he had not noticed when he had arrived.

When the departing group arrived at the airport, Don was surprised to see the airport security guards

clear out an area for the soldiers. Due to some problem, their Hercules aircraft only departed late that

evening. The travellers spent a day in Lahr, West Germany and then flew on to Ottawa. When they

disembarked, Don felt very uncomfortable because he was the only person who was not met by any

family or friends. He inquired about getting transport to Montreal and was told that none was available
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until late the next day. Consequently, he arranged to travel right away on a civilian inter-city bus. He

arrived at the Montreal bus terminus, took the metro and south-shore bus, and then walked the last

little distance to his parents’ home. His adventure was over and he was happy to be home.

When Don and the other members of the militia contingent returned to Canada in April 1981, they were

asked to continue training at Longue Pointe for several weeks, still wearing their UN uniforms. During

this period, Don also attended B squadron activities in Hangar 1 at the St-Hubert Garrison. On one of

these occasions, he was approached by the base commander who was visiting the Base Defense Force,

also located in Hangar 1, to see if he would be willing to become an instructor for an upcoming Base

Defense Course. Don did this for several months and then went on another call-out in western Canada.

Upon his return to Montreal, Don went through a period where his life seemed to lack a sense of

purpose. This was observed by one of NCO’s from B Squadron – Glen Lancaster – who suggested that

Don think about a career and enroll in CEGEP. He took his fiend’s advice and studied Police technologies

at John Abbott College in Saint-Anne-de-Bellevue. While studying at CEGEP, Don also worked as a public

security agent for the city of Cote-St-Luc.

In 1984, Don was recruited by the city`s fire department, which was eventually merged into the a larger

City of Montreal fire department. Don continued in this capacity for many years and eventually rose to

the rank of Lieutenant, working primarily at Caserne 78, on Cote-St-Luc Road, a fire station with 2

firetrucks and 8 staff. In 2006, one of the other firemen invited his cousin from Toronto to visit the

station. It turned out to be the Padre from UNDOF, and when he and Don recognized each other, they

spontaneously stepped forward and hugged each other. The other firemen at the station were clearly

surprised by the actions of the two and only understood their gestures after hearing about the

connection between the two individuals. According to the Padre, Don had to become a man in Syria at a

very young age. Indeed, Don’s experience in Syria is probably one of the factors that encouraged him to

embark on a career dedicated to protecting the public.

In parallel to his civilian career, Don continued serving with the unit until 1994, attaining the rank of

master corporal. Thereafter, he became an active member of the RCH association.

After leaving the unit, Don developed an interest in collecting and restoring old military vehicles. At the

time he was interviewed for this story, he owned two military jeeps, a 1967 M38a1 and an Iltis. He

regularly attended different antique vehicle shows and won prizes in the military category. In 2016, he

was invited to display his collection of vehicles at a National Peacekeepers’ Day Ceremony in

Beaconsfield, Quebec.
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Picture of Don and his 1967 M38a1 Jeep receiving a
trophy from one of the organizers of the event. Note
the realism – wire cutter, camouflage net, disabled
machine gun, uniform, etc.
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Picture of Don’s Iltis Jeep
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier

Picture of Senator, Retired General and former peacekeeper Roméo Dallaire meeting with Don and inspecting his
jeep. The General mentioned to Don that the smell of the canvas tarp brought back many old memories.
Photo provided by Donald Pelletier
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